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YARIM is an innovative project coordinated by the 
IRTS Hauts-de-France and bringing together 6 part-
ners from 6 European countries with the ambition to 
develop innovative solutions for Social workers in the 
prevention of violent radicalization phenomena and 
more widely to take into account the religious phe-
nomenom with Youth they accompany.

Radicalization processes leading to violent extremism 
have been on the rise throughout Europe for several 
years and affect particularly young people between 
13 and 30. Radicalization is a dynamic and non-linear 
process. It is based on a combination of global, so-
ciological and political factors, integrating ideological 
and psychological aspects. Over all, violent radicaliza-
tion compromises the future and well-being of Youth. 
Within the framework of YARIM, we invite social 
workers to use the interconvictional dialogue as a 
support for their intervention towards Youth they ac-
company.

The interconvictional dialogue is for those who refer 
to or adhere to a religion, but also atheists or agnos-

tics. The interconvictional dialogue favors the meet-
ing between people with similar and different convic-
tions, making it possible to reinforce the reception of 
otherness and thus to gain in humanity.

Why encouraging social workers to promote inter-
convictional dialogue with Youth?

Associations, social or recreation centers, holiday and 
training centers are places of social mixity where chil-
dren and youth from different social backgrounds and 
cultures meet. As such, they are privileged places for 
learning, because inevitably, during activities, occur 
situations of misunderstanding, opposition, conflict 
or even confrontation. Social workers need to enrich 
their methods of intervention with youth, in order to 
recreate the conditions for a positive dialogue (espe-
cially on religious matters), to bring counter-narra-
tives to the embarkation initiatives and totalitarian 
ideologies. 

Youth work has a role to play in enabling youth to be 
active citizens and to preserve them from extremist 

Radicalization processes leading 
to violent extremism have been 
on the rise throughout Europe 
for several years and affect 
particularly young people 
between 13 and 30

“
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ideologies that can lead to violence. Social workers 
must acquire the ability to arouse hooks with young 
people and the ability to touch upon religious phe-
nomenon in their social mediation practices. Religion 
is a universe of meaning and is a personal resource 
allowing some young people to resist social destruc-
tion. It sparks emotions, beliefs and hope. In many 
countries, social workers consider that religious phe-
nonemon must be held outside the scope of their 
intervention (in the name of neutrality, secularism 
principle or in the name of reason). This ditachment 
leads to a phenomenon of double victimization, itself 
a factor of increasing the stigmatization experienced 
by youth. We then observe situations of cross stigma-
tization, a process that leads to fragmentation and 
violence. These anger / resentment processes have 
been identified in violent radicalization routes. It is in 
this context that YARIM project invites in a transition 
from “double victimization to double recognition” by 
relying on dialogue and active listening. Social work-
ers, who accompany youth who often face social and 

economic difficulties, and who are at risk of margin-
alization, must be trained to offer spaces for inter-
convictional dialogue. The dynamic of YARIM is about 
supporting youth in a democratic process, open to 
acceptance of others and diversity. 

The guide was designed for social workers, civil socie-
ty actors and policians. It gathers good practices that 
can help them postion tools to encourage interfaith 
dialogue among youth. The guide begins with a first 
part about the legislative framework of the European 
Union that recalls the freedom of belief and worship, 
and then refers to the legislative framework of each 
YARIM partner country. It continues with an inventory 
of convictions from each of the 6 countries. The first 
part ends with the results of the benchmarking done 
within the framework of YARIM project. The second 
part introduces the 5 best practices identified by the 
partners. The Guide concludes with recommenda-
tions, suggestions and tips for social workers and a call 
for awareness and mobilization of political powers.

It is in this context that YARIM 
project invites in a transition 
from “double victimization 
to double recognition” by 
relying on dialogue and 
active listening

“

https://context.reverso.net/traduzione/francese-italiano/identifi%C3%A9es
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IN WHICH FRAMEWORK INTERCONVICTIONAL 
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The main international instrument for the protection 
of the rights of children is the UN Convention of the 
Rights of the Child (UNCRC), submitted by the UN 
Commission to the General Assembly in March 1989, 
adopted and open to signatures in November of the 
same year.

Art. 30 of the Convention states that children have 
right to safeguard its own culture, even if he/she is 
part of a minority group:

“In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguis-
tic minorities or persons of indigenous origin exist, a 
child belonging to such a minority or who is indige-
nous shall not be denied the right, in community with 
other members of his or her group, to enjoy his or her 
own culture, to profess and practise his or her own 
religion, or to use his or her own language.”

As regards of European framework, the “European 
Convention on Human Rights” (ECHR) is the political 
instrument to protect human rights. ECHR was draft-
ed by Council of Europe in November 1950 and came 
into force on September 3rd 1953.

Art. 9 of ECHR states the right to freedom of thought, 
conscience and religion.  The text is relevant because 
it affirms that:

1 Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, 
conscience and religion; this right includes free-
dom to change his religion or belief and free-

dom, either alone or in community with others and in 
public or private, to manifest his religion or belief, in 
worship, teaching, practice and observance.
 

2 Freedom to manifest one’s religion or beliefs 
shall be subject only to such limitations as are 
prescribed by law and are necessary in a demo-

cratic society in the interests of public safety, for the 
protection of public order, health or morals, or for the 
protection of the rights and freedoms of others.

Human rights and their protection were not the main 
objective of the creation of the European Union. Nev-
ertheless, on January 7, 2000 the EU Commission, the 
EU Parliament and the Council of Minister signed and 
the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European 
Union (Nizza Charter), the first European instrument 
for the safeguard of EU citizen human rights. The 
Charter came into force in December 2009, following 
the art. 6 of Lisbon Treaty (EU Constitutive Act, De-
cember 13, 2007).

The Charter is more innovative than previous EU in-
strument for human rights safeguard. In fact, the Niz-
za Charter provides a wider contribution than EHCR, 
as it includes more rights. 

In Chapter III –
Article 21 states the “right of non-discrimination on 
the basis, for example, of sex, race or ethnic origin”; 
while art.  22 declares that “The European Union re-
spects cultural, religious and linguistic diversity”.

Art. 53 of Charter enshrined the relation between 
Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Un-
ion and EHCR. The article 53 stipulates that:

“Nothing in this Convention shall be construed as lim-
iting or derogating from any of the human rights and 
fundamental freedoms which may be ensured under 
the laws of any High Contracting Party or under any 
other agreement to which it is a party.” 

In addition, art. 6 subsection 2 of Treaty of Lisbon 
mentions that

“The Union shall accede to the European Convention 
for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental 
Freedoms. Such accession shall not affect the Union’s 
competences as defined in the Treaties”.

EUROPEAN LEGAL FRAMEWORK
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PORTUGAL

FRANCE

BELGIUS

NETHERLANDS

CATALONIA
SPAIN ITALY

The main international 
instrument for the protection 
of the rights of children is 
the UN Convention of the 
Rights of the Child (UNCRC)

“
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LEGAL FRAMEWORK IN ITALY

The Italian legal framework is set in two levels of 
sources: the constitutional level and the normative 
level, which consists in the executive implementation 
of the articles contained in the Constitution.

Concerning the right to religious freedom and right 
to culture, it must be attested a lack of ad hoc regu-
lation at normative level. Therefore, the protection 
of this right is entrusted to some articles of the Italian 
Constitution and judges have in charge its defense via 
the law interpretation. For the topic discussed, it is 
important article n. 3 of the Italian Constitution:

Art. 3 “Tutti i cittadini hanno pari dignità sociale [cfr. 
XIV] e sono eguali davanti alla legge, senza distinzione 
di sesso [cfr. artt. 29 c. 2, 37 c. 1, 48 c. 1, 51 c. 1], di 
razza, di lingua [cfr. art. 6], di religione [cfr. artt. 8, 19], 
di opinioni politiche [cfr. art. 22], di condizioni per-
sonali e sociali. È compito della Repubblica rimuovere 
gli ostacoli di ordine economico e sociale, che, lim-
itando di fatto la libertà e l’eguaglianza dei cittadini, 
impediscono il pieno sviluppo della persona umana 
e l’effettiva partecipazione di tutti i lavoratori all’or-
ganizzazione politica, economica e sociale del Paese.”

Art. 3 “All citizens have equal social dignity and are equal 
before the law, without distinction of sex, race, language, 
religion, political opinion, personal and social conditions”

This article states the equality of all people for the Ital-
ian law and introduce two articles - artt. 8, 19 - which 
protect the right to religion for religious minorities.

Art. 8 “Tutte le confessioni religiose sono egualmente 
libere davanti alla legge [cfr. artt. 19, 20]. Le confes-
sioni religiose diverse dalla cattolica hanno diritto di 
organizzarsi secondo i propri statuti, in quanto non 
contrastino con l’ordinamento giuridico italiano. I 
loro rapporti con lo Stato sono regolati per legge sulla 
base di intese con le relative rappresentanze.”

Art. 8 “All religious confessions are equally free before 
the law. Religious confessions other than the Catholic 
one have the right to organise themselves in accordance 
with their own statutes, provided that these statutes are 
not in conflict with Italian law. Their relations with the 
State are regulated by law on the basis of accords be-
tween the State and the respective representatives”

Art. 19 “Tutti hanno diritto di professare liberamente 
la propria fede religiosa in qualsiasi forma, individuale 
o associata, di farne propaganda e di esercitarne in 
privato o in pubblico il culto, purché non si tratti di riti 
contrari al buon costume.”

Art. 19 “All persons have the right to profess freely 
their own religious faith in any form, individually or 

ITALY
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in association, to disseminate it and to worship in pri-
vate or public, provided that the religious rites are not 
contrary to public morality”

Although they may seem very similar, in reality the 
two articles set different rules to the Italian state. In 
fact, as regards religious minorities, art. 8 states that 
the judge cannot consider allowed what cannot be 
considered lawful according to the fundamental prin-
ciples of the entire Italian legal system. While, the art. 
19 allows anything that is not expressly forbidden, in 
respect of equality and fundamental rights. 

In Italy, religious minorities could be “de facto” or 
“recognized”. A “recognized religion” had received 
the civil recognition by the Ministry of the Interior, be-
coming “culto ammesso nello Stato (religion allowed 
and accepted by in the Italian Government)”, accord-
ing to the law n.1159 of 1929”. Otherwise, religious 
minorities “de facto” did not get the recognition. 

Relations between the Italian Government and 
religious minorities are managed through “Agree-
ment(s)”, which entitle minorities to benefit a certain 
amount of advantages. To forward an Agreement re-
quest, religious minorities have to be earlier identi-
fying as “recognized religious confession” by national 
law. Thanks to Agreements, “recognized religions” 

get a greater number of rights, e.g. the right to get 
married according own religion rituals and the legally 
recognition of the marriage. On the contrary, religious 
minorities “de facto” has only a general freedom to 
profess their religious, according to art. 19.

Unlike the majority of other religious confessions, Islam 
has not received the status of “recognized religion”, as 
some of its principles are not aligned with Italian law: 
e.g., a huge problem is the lack of an associative form 
clearly representative of the majority of Muslims in Italy.

 However, in February 1st 2017 Islam communities and 
Italian Government signed the “National Pact for an 
Italian Islam”, as an effort of alignment between Is-
lam and Italian principles. This document represents 
a starting point in the process of legitimization (first 
informal and then formal) of the Muslim religion at 
national level, and represents a harmonization of the 
points of view of the five Islamic juridical schools. The 
main points of the agreement are: • the Italian Gov-
ernment ensures some training course for Imams, so 
that they can fulfill the role of mediator between Italy 
and Islamic community; • support a ‘closer’ Islam and 
intercultural dialogue, e.g. by allowing public access 
to the mosque; making the names of the Imams pub-
lic; translation of sermons into Italian.

Lack of ad hoc regulation at 
normative level. Therefore, 
the protection of this right is 
entrusted to some articles of the 
Italian Constitution and judges 
have in charge its defense via 
the law interpretation

“
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THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK IN FRANCE

The principle of neutrality of the State with respect to 
religions is the result of a long historical process that 
finds its starting point in the French Revolution. 

The secular French state, neutral between all the 
cults, independent of all the clergy, freed from all ide-
ological conceptions, was built progressively. 

Various texts that lay down the legal framework, ap-
ply today:

- DECLARATION OF HUMAN AND CIVIC RIGHTS dated 
1789 sets the basic principles through articles 3 and 10:

- Art. 3. – “The principle of any Sovereignty lies pri-
marily in the Nation. No corporate body, no individual 
may exercise any authority that does not expressly 
emanate from it”

- Art. 10 - “No one may be disturbed on account of 
his opinions, even religious ones, as long as the man-
ifestation of such opinions does not interfere with the 
established Law and Order.”

- The 1804 civil code, vector of secularization, is still in 
force in France. The civil code brings together all civil 

laws common to all French people. It is based on the 
equality of citizens before the law, without distinction 
of religion.

- The 1905 law of separation of churches and state is 
fundamental. It is a law of pacification. It introduces 
the principle of secularism. Secularism is a legal prin-
ciple based on three founding principles:
· Freedom of conscience and opinion
· Free religious worship
· Equality and non-discrimination between citizens
· The separation of political and religious powers

Laï ThThe principle of secularism guarantees to all 
citizens, whatever their political, philosophical or reli-
gious convictions, the freedom to:
· Believe or not believe,
· Practice or not practice,
· Change beliefs.

- The constitution of October 4, 1958 is based on the sec-
ular character of the French Republic and reaffirms the 
freedom of conscience in the article 2, in these terms:

“ France is an indivisible republic, secular, democratic 
and social. It ensures equality before the law of all cit-

FRANCE
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izens without distinction of origin, race or religion. It 
respects all beliefs. 

“This principle is reflected in the rules governing the 
work:

- The labor code guarantees the principles of equality 
and non-discrimination:

The principle of non-discrimination is a core aspect 
of French Labour law. The principle of non-discrimi-
nation has constitutional value, by virtue of the Pre-
amble to the Constitution of 1946 that prohibits dis-
crimination with regard to criteria of sex, race, belief 
and trade union activity, and of the current Constitu-
tion dated 1958 that contains a provision according 
to which “the nation ensures equality before the law 
of all citizens, whatever their ethnic origin, race or 
religion” (article 2 of the French Constitution).

The French Labour Code contains several provisions on dis-
crimination, especially a provision that lists all grounds of 
prohibited discrimination (article L.1132-1 and following).

“Public service has a special status. Thus, the texts 
prohibit French officials (or assimilated) to express 

their philosophical, religious or political beliefs in the 
exercise of their functions, in accordance with the 
principle of neutrality. This neutrality does not apply 
to public service users. One exception: students from 
public schools, secondary schools and high schools, 
in accordance with the recent law of 15 March 2004. 

- “Law #2004-228 of March 15, 2004, concerning, 
as an application of the principle of the separation 
of church and state, the wearing of symbols or garb 
which show religious affiliation in public primary and 
secondary schools:

In social work, the law of 2 January 2002, renewing 
social action and medico-social action, reaffirms the 
rights and freedoms of the individual user. This law 
recognizes the rights of accompanied persons to be 
respected in their choices. The freedom of opinion, 
religion, and worship is thus affirmed. 

The principle of neutrality 
of the State with respect 
to religions is the result of 
a long historical process that 
finds its starting point in the 
French Revolution

“
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THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK IN CATALONIA (SPAIN) 

CATALONIA
SPAIN

Religious freedom is a fundamental right enshrined in 
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. It includes 
freedom to change religion or belief and the freedom, 
either alone or with others and in public or private, 
to manifest one’s religion or belief through teaching, 
practice, worship and observance.

In Catalonia, religious freedom is regulated by Span-
ish law. The Spanish Constitution states that ‘no reli-
gion shall have a state character’ and that ‘the public 
authorities shall take into account the religious beliefs 
of Spanish society and shall consequently maintain 
appropriate cooperation relations with the Catholic 
Church and other confessions’. All discrimination on 
grounds of birth, race, sex, religion, opinion or any 
other personal or social condition or circumstance is 
also prohibited.

This constitutional right is implemented by the Reli-
gious Freedom Law which provides for agreements 
with religious faiths. Spain has signed cooperation 
agreements with Catholic, Evangelical, Jewish and 
Muslim faiths through their representatives.

The Ministry of Justice manages the Religious Entities 
Register that recognizes the legal personality

of entities with religious purposes. It has also set up 
the Advisory Council on Religious Freedom that re-
solves issues in the implementation of the Law.

Under Article 161 of the Statute of Autonomy of Cat-
alonia (2006), ‘The Generalitat has exclusive power 
over religious entities that carry out their activities in 
Catalonia.’ The opening of places of worship is reg-
ulated by the Places of Worship Law passed by the 
Parliament of Catalonia in 2009 with three objectives: 
facilitate the exercise of the right to religious free-
dom, support local councils in guaranteeing this right 
and ensure adequate health and safety conditions of 
the premises used. 
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“
The opening of places of worship is 
regulated by the Places of Worship Law 
passed by the Parliament of Catalonia 
in 2009 with three objectives: facilitate 
the exercise of the right to religious 
freedom, support local councils 
in guaranteeing this right and 
ensure adequate health and safety 
conditions of the premises used. 
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LEGAL FRAMEWORK IN PORTUGAL

In the Portuguese legal system, the freedom of con-
sciousness, religion and worship is recognized on the 
Article 41 of the Constitution, consecrating three dis-
tinct but related rights: “The freedom of conscience, 
of religion and of form of worship is inviolable” (Ar-
ticle 41 no. 1). In that sense “No one may be per-
secuted, deprived of rights or exempted from civic 
obligations or duties because of his/her convictions 
or religious observance” (Article 41 no. 2). The prin-
ciple is repeated in regard of religion, with enormous 
practical consequences, in no. 3: “No authority may 
question anyone in relation to his/her convictions or 
religious observance, save in order to gather statis-
tical data that cannot be individually identified, nor 
may anyone be prejudiced in any way for refusing to 
answer”. 

Associated to this freedom is also the principle of 
equality and prohibition of discrimination, based on 
religion, political ideologically beliefs (Article 13): 
“No one may be privileged, favoured, prejudiced, 
deprived of any right or exempted from any duty 
for reasons of ancestry, sex, race, language, territo-
ry of origin, religion, political or ideological beliefs, 
education, economic situation, social circumstanc-
es or sexual orientation”. In accordance, the Portu-

guese Constitution establishes a general principle of 
non-discrimination on several grounds, including re-
ligion, and considers the active promotion of equality 
as a fundamental task of the State. These dispositions 
should be interpreted in accordance with Article 16: 
“1. The fundamental rights contained in this Consti-
tution shall not exclude any other fundamental rights 
provided for in the laws or resulting from applicable 
rules of international law. 2. The provisions of this 
Constitution and of laws relating to fundamental 
rights shall be construed and interpreted in harmo-
ny with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.” 
Among the applicable rules of international law are 
those of the European Convention of Human Rights.

Law on Religious Freedom

Under the terms of paragraph c) of the article 161 
of the Constitution, the Assembly of the Republic 
approved in 2001 the law on Religious Freedom, 
no.16/2001, which recognizes as principles of Reli-
gious Freedom: Freedom of conscience, religion and 
worship (Art.1) “The freedom of conscience, religion 
and worship is inviolable and guaranteed to all, in ac-
cordance with the Constitution, the Universal Decla-
ration of Human Rights, the applicable international 

PORTUGAL
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law and the present law.”(Art.1); Equality, “1. No one 
can be privileged, beneficed, aggrieved, persecuted, 
deprived of any right, 2. The State shall not discrim-
inate any church or religious community in relation 
to others” (Art.2); Separation “Churches and other 
religious communities are separate from the State 
and are free in their manner of organization and in 
the practice of their activities and worship.” (Art.3); 
Nondenominational “1. The State does not adopt 
any religion…” (Art.4); Cooperation “The State will 
cooperate with the churches and religious communi-
ties established in Portugal…”.(Art.5).

Churches and religious communities are independent 
from the state and have the freedom to determine 
their own organization and perform their own activ-
ities and worship (Art 22). The constitution affords 
each religious community the freedom to teach its 
religion and use its own media to disseminate public 
information about its activities (Art. 25). It bars po-
litical parties from using names directly associated 
with, or symbols that may be confused with those of, 
religious groups. 

The Art. 24 under the name “Religious education in 
public schools” regulate that “1. Churches and other 

religious communities or, on their behalf, represent-
ative organizations of believers, residing on national 
territories, can ask the Minister of Education to be al-
lowed to minister religious education in primary and 
secondary public schools indicated by them”.

All religious groups with an organized presence in the 
country may apply for registration with the registrar 
of religious corporate bodies in the Ministry of Jus-
tice (Art.34).

In addition, Art.14 of provides that employees are 
authorized to suspend their work on the days of rest, 
festivities and during the periods determined by the 
religion to which they adhere, subject to certain con-
ditions. The Portuguese Labour Code (Art. 22 & 23) 
prohibits employers from discriminating against an 
employee or job applicant based on religion among 
other grounds. Therefore, the labour law prohibits 
employers from treating persons differently because 
of their religion.

In the Portuguese legal system, the 
freedom of consciousness, religion 
and worship is recognized on the 
Article 41 of the Constitution, 
consecrating three distinct but 
related rights

“
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LEGAL FRAMEWORK IN BELGIUM

The Belgian legislative framework is based on the 
Constitution of Belgium, which was passed and ap-
proved on February 7, 1831 by the National Congress 
and coordinated on February 17, 19941.

The Constitution2 stipulates that all Belgian citizens 
are equal in law and freedom: Art. 11 of the Constitu-
tion: “The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms rec-
ognized to Belgians must be ensured without discrim-
ination. To this end, the law and the decree guarantee 
in particular the rights and freedoms of ideological 
and philosophical3 minorities “.

With regard to religion and cults, Belgian citizens have 
the freedom to practice and manifest their religious 
opinions: Art. 19 of the Constitution: “The freedom of 
worship, the exercise of public worship, and the free-
dom to express one’s opinions in any matter, are guar-
anteed, except for the repression of offenses commit-
ted on the occasion of the use of these freedoms4”. 
Thus, everyone has the freedom to choose his/her 
religion or worship and cannot be forced to practice 
one: Art. 20: “No one may be compelled to contribute 
in any way to the acts and ceremonies of a cult, nor to 
observe the days of rest5.

Belgium has also established a number of rules at 
school to ensure the neutrality of education 

Art. 24: § 1. “[...] The community organizes a teaching 
that is neutral. Neutrality includes respecting the philo-
sophical, ideological or religious conceptions of parents 
and students. Schools organized by the public author-
ities offer, until the end of compulsory education, the 
choice between the teaching of one of the recognized 
religions and that of non-sectarian morality6 “.

In addition, the recognized cults benefit from the fi-
nancial support of the public authorities: Art. 181 § 
1. : “The salaries and pensions of ministers of religion 
are the responsibility of the State; the sums needed 
to meet them are annually included in the budget.”7

There are currently six cults recognized by the Bel-
gian state: Roman Catholic (since the creation of the 
Belgian State 1831), Judaism (1808), Anglican (1835), 
Protestant-Evangelical (1876), Muslim (1974) and Or-
thodox (1985). 

Despite Buddhism is not officialy recongnisy, the Bud-
dhist Belgian Union benefit from a financial support.8

BELGIUM
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The Penal Code9 provides penalties for crimes and 
offenses against the free exercise of religion. Since 
January 2004, the Penal Code protects practitioners 
from worship: Art 142: “Any person who, through vio-
lence or threats, has forced or prevented one or more 
persons from worshiping, from attending the exercise 
of this worship, to celebrate certain religious festivals, 
to observe certain days of rest, and, consequently, to 
open or close their workshops, shops or stores, and to 
do or leave certain works, will be punished imprison-
ment of eight days to two months and a fine of twen-
ty-six [euros] to two hundred [euros]”.10

It also protects the minister and the ministry of cults: 
Art 145: “Will be punished by the same penalties he, 
who, by acts words, gestures or threats, has outraged 
the minister of a cult, in the exercise of his ministry. If 
he beats him, he will be punished by imprisonment of 
two months to two years and a fine of fifty [euros] to 
five hundred [euros].

“The Penal Code also protects the practice and exer-
cise of religion: Art 143:” Those who, by disturbances 
or disorders, have prevented, delayed or interrupted 
the exercises of worship that is practiced in a place 
intended or usually used for worship or in the public 

ceremonies of this cult, will be punished by imprison-
ment from eight days to three months and a fine of 
twenty-six [euros] to five hundred [euros].

Finally, the Criminal Code protects places of worship: 
Art 144:” Any person who, by facts, words, gestures 
or threats, has insulted the objects of worship, or in 
places designed or ordinarily used for its exercise ei-
ther in public ceremonies of this cult, will be punished 
by imprisonment from fifteen days to six months and 
a fine of twenty-six [euros] to five hundred [euros]”.11

1 Official information and services website, « The first, unitary 
constitution », https://www.belgium.be/en/about_belgium/
country/history/belgium_from_1830/foundation_and_growth/
first_unitary_constitution
2 Belgian parliament webiste (in FR and NL) « La Constitution 
belge »,  http://www.senate.be/www/?MIval=/index_senate&ME-
NUID=22000&LANG=fr 
3 Ibidem, titre I, article 11
4 Ibidem., titre II, article 19
5 Ibidem., titre II, article 20
6 Ibidem., titre II, article 24§ 1er
7 Ibidem., titre IV, article 181§ 1er
8 Federal public services - Justice :Recognised cults in FR and NL : 
https://justice.belgium.be/fr/themes_et_dossiers/cultes_et_lai-
cite/cultes_reconnus
9 SPF Justice, « Penal Code » in FR and NL, http://www.
ejustice.just.fgov.be/cgi_loi/loi_a1.pl?language=fr&cal-
ler=list&cn=1867060801&la=f&fromtab=loi#LNK0040
10 Ibidem, titre II, chapitre 1, article 142.
11 Ibidem., titre II, chapitre 1, article 145. 

The enjoyment of the rights and 
freedoms recognized to Belgians must 
be ensured without discrimination. 
To this end, the law and the decree 
guarantee in particular the rights 
and freedoms of ideological and 
philosophical minorities

“
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LEGAL FRAMEWORK IN THE NETHERLANDS

In the Netherlands, there exists a formal division 
of State and Religion. Freedom of religion is guar-
anteed under Article 6 of the Constitution:

Everyone has the right to freely practice their re-
ligion or belief, individually or in community with 
others, subject to everyone’s responsibility ac-
cording to the law. With regard to the exercise of 
this right outside buildings and private places, the 
law may set rules for the protection of health, in 
the interests of traffic and to combat or prevent 
disorder.

This is an expansion of the general principle laid 
out in Article 1 of the Constitution.

All who are in the Netherlands are treated equally 
in equal cases. Discrimination on grounds of reli-
gion, belief, political opinion, race, gender or on 
any grounds whatsoever is not permitted.

The legal framework defining the principle of 
separation between church and state is formed 
by normal law and case law and can be read as 
an extension of Article 6.2 of the Constitution12. 
Grounds on which this division can be exercised 

are given through Article 6.2 and Article 1, as well 
as Article 9 of the European Convention for the 
Protection of Human Rights (ECHR). Furthermore, 
the government sees this principle as a stance of 
neutrality towards any particular religious or phil-
osophical conviction, and an obligation to create 
conditions for a pluriform society13. This allows 
for active government involvement, e.g. through 
financial support for religious organisations. 

Special attention needs to be paid on the intersec-
tion between religious freedoms and protection 
of minorities. Several municipalities network with 
Islamic organisations to help integration and par-
ticipation of new Dutch citizens. 

These attempts are sometimes hampered as mu-
nicipalities treat Islamic organisations similar to 
Christian organisations. However, as former chair-
person of the Scientific Council for Government 
Policy (WRR) Van der Donk points out, these or-
ganisations are less centralised both organisa-
tionally in terms of practices and in terms of tra-
ditions. Ideally local government holds open and 
informal connections with religious institutions 
and does not consider them ‘agents of the state’. 

NETHERLANDS
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Schools founded on a religious vision are allowed 
in the Netherlands. Freedom of education is a right 
in the Netherlands on which everyone can set up 
a school. Freedom of education also means that 
parents can choose between public schools, edu-
cation that is based on a religious or philosophical 
vision (special education), and home schooling. 
This right can be deduced from article 26 of the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, where it is 
stated; The parents first have the right to choose 
the type of education and education which their 
children will be given.

Everyone has the right to freely 
practice their religion or belief, 
individually or in community 
with others, subject to everyone’s 
responsibility according to the law

“
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SUMMARY: 
SOME KEY PRINCIPLES TO REMEMBER
**
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The constitutional order of liberal democratic socie-
ties and international and regional human rights in-
struments guarantee religious freedom and respect 
for consciences and beliefs. Freedom of thought, con-
science and belief is essentially regarded as an indi-
vidual right, although often exercised in association 
with others.

The European Union defends and promotes, with-
in the United Nations, the principles of “freedom of 
religion or belief” and “freedom of opinion and ex-
pression”, two intrinsically linked and complementary 
principles based on the universal character indivisible 
and inseparable from all human rights.

From there, the social worker will have the delicate 
role of teaching young people (or adults), under his/

her responsibility, the respect of “the other” in the 
differences. He/She will have to teach them tolerance 
against beliefs he/she does not share, to doubt his/
her own to better clarify and ask.

Learning respect, freedom of conscience and the de-
velopment of freedom of thought is not only in situa-
tions of conflict but particuylarly in welcoming ‘time’ 
and development of the link to the other, of the lis-
tening, meeting, sharing and building individual and 
collective solutions.

In all legislative frameworks, respect is the key word 
on which educational work and sharing with young 
people must be based. 

The social worker will have the 
delicate role of teaching young 
people (or adults), under his/her 
responsibility, the respect of “the 
other” in the differences

“
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OVERVIEW OF DIFFERENT CONVICTIONS 
IN VARIOUS PARTNERS’ COUNTRIES
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1. OVERVIEW OF THE SITUATION IN ITALY

Italy is often linked with the Catholic country par ex-
cellence and the reasons for this parallelism are that 
the Italian soil is the home of Vatican and the fact that 
the Catholic religion has been the State religion for a 
hundred years, from 1848 to 1948.

The Italian Constitution enter into force in 1948 and 
since that time, the right to religion was protected 
thanks to art. 19, which states: 

«Everyone has the right to freely profess their reli-
gious faith in any form, individual or associated, to 
make propaganda, and to exercise the cult in private 
or in public, except for rituals contrary to good morals 
«. (See other document)

From this moment on, the Italian State has signed 
various agreements, more or less formal, with reli-
gious minorities present in the territory.

The latest estimates by CESNUR (Center for Study in 
New Religions) attests that 3.5% of Italian citizens 
belong to religious minorities, in varying percent-
ages. The minority most nourished on Italian soil is 
the Protestant community, equal to 24% on 3.5%. 
The middle line is Jehovah’s Witnesses (21.7%) and 
only the third line is Muslims, who are 18.7% of to-
tal. A minority of this muslim community is part of 
Shiite community, mostly concentrated in southern 
Italy. Furthermore, it is estimated that in Italy only 
32.5% of immigrants are Muslims (Dossier Statisti-
co Immigrazione, 2017). Jews settle around 1.9% of 
these minorities.

There are other minorities in Italy, e.g. Hinduists and 
Buddhists, respectively 2.1% and 9.1% of the minor-
ities (3.5%). In addition to those minorities, others 
are taking root in Italy in recent years. These lasts 
are mainly esoteric, such as: Movements of Ancient 
Wisdom (0.8%), Human Potential Movements (1.5%), 
New Age and Next Age Movements (1.0%).  The Japa-
nese religion communities are also recently emerged 
(0.2%) (CESNUR, 2017).

Nowadays, only a part of the faithful who proclaim 
themselves Catholic are practitioner. In particular, 
it is possible to divide the Catholic community into: 
engaged practitioners (equal to 11.25%), assiduous 
participants but poorly engaged (15.8%), irregulari-
ties (35.6%), non-practitioners (11.8%). non-believers 
or believers of other religions than Catholic religion 
represent 25.6% of the population (Ipsos, 2017). It 
is important to underline that the more xenophobic 
and islamophobic considerations regarding migration 
(equal to 39%) come from the segment of the popu-
lation which calls itself «non-practicing». This is the 
proof that Islamophobia and xenophobia are socio-
logical and cultural phenomena and they have noth-
ing or few to do with the religion.

Nowadays, problems that most concern the Ital-
ian legislator and the Italian community are closely 
connected with the need to start an intercultural 
dialogue between the different religious factions, to 
achieve peaceful coexistence.

3,5%
OTHER

CONFESSIONS

74% 26%
CATHOLIC 

ATHEISTS, AGNOSTICS 
AND NONBELIEVERS
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2. FRANCE

According to the Law, France does not have official 
statistics on membership of religious communities, so 
the figures must be based on opinion polls. 

The vast majority of French people do not belong to 
any religion (63%) being either atheists (29%) or with-
out religion (34%), and especially among young peo-
ple where this trend coexists with the progression of 
diffuse forms of sacredness or sectarian.

Catholicism remains the majority religion, even though 
it has been declining since the 1970s, especially with 
regard to the percentage of practitioners (1.8% of the 
French population). An extensive survey published in 
2017 comes out of this dichotomy between “practi-
tioners” and “non-practitioners” and introduces the 
concept of “committed” Catholics bringing together 
practitioners and those who, without practicing, feel 
connected to the life of the Church. In France, 23% of 
Catholics are “committed”, a group within which there 
is a great diversity of opinions and practice.

Islam has become the second largest religion in France, 
with a great diversity of expression. It is estimated that 
there are currently about 4 million Muslims in France, 
of which one third are regular practitioners (2% of the 
French population). If religious practice is stronger in 
the immigrant population of Muslim religion, the slow 
trend of secularization is observed, in opposition to 
the growing visibility of Muslims, especially youth.

On the contrary, there is a “return to religion”, which 
opposes the discreet Islam of parents, an affirmed Is-
lam; adherence to a strong practice is strong among 
youth. This practice is activated by the Islamist cur-

rents, Pietist and Salafist that fight for signs of strong 
affirmation in the public space of belonging to the 
community: clothing and food signs. This logic can 
lead to a form of cultural separatism and confronta-
tion with secularism perceived as coercive.

Protestantism remains stable 2% of the population 
but diversifies with the increase of evangelists and 
Pentecostals

Buddhism with 1.5% of the population develops in 
France with a large majority (3/4) of people from Asia.

Judaism experienced a period of expansion with the 
arrival in metropolis of the Jews of North Africa but 
represents only 1% of the French population. Accord-
ing to the Jewish Agency for Israel, more and more 
Jews are migrating to Israel. In 2015, France has for 
the first time the largest global contingent of emi-
gration to Israel (10,000 Jews). These departures are 
partly due to religious reasons but would also be at-
tributed to the rise of antisemitic violence.

The other historical Christians: Orthodox Church 0.5% 
and the Armenian Apostolic Church 0.5% and the var-
ious Eastern Churches independent or united in Rome 
0.25% (Coptic, Syriac, Chaldean, Maronite ...).

Finally, atypical religious movements are experiencing 
a certain vitality, particularly in the overseas territories.

To conclude, in France as in the rest of the West we 
can note an increase in religious diversity. While es-
tablished religions seem to be weakening, a more 
diffuse and individualized forms of religiosity are de-
veloping.

7,5% 23% 63%
CATHOLICMUSLIMS

ATHEISTS, AGNOSTICS 
AND NONBELIEVERS
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3.  CATALONIA (SPAIN)

After a long period of dictatorship (1939-1975) 
in Spain, where Catholicism was the official and 
unique religion of the country (the state was Cath-
olic and the Church had a monopoly on the trans-
mission of society’s beliefs and values), the Spanish 
Constitution of 1978, signed with the raising of de-
mocracy, declare clearly that “no religion shall have 
a State character” and that “the public authorities 
shall take into account the religious beliefs of Span-
ish society and shall consequently maintain ap-
propriate cooperation relations with the Catholic 
Church and other confessions”. All discrimination 
on grounds of birth, race, sex, religion, opinion or 
any other personal or social condition or circum-
stance is also prohibited. 
 
This constitutional right is implemented by the Reli-
gious Freedom Law, which provides for agreements 
with religious faiths. In 1992, Spain signed coopera-
tion agreements with Catholic, Evangelical, Jewish 
and Muslim faiths through their representatives.

Because Spain is divided in several autonomous com-
munities, the reality of the country is plural, so in this 
research we prefer to be focused on Catalonia be-
cause its own particularities. Due to its high density of 
population -with 7,453,957 inhabitants, Catalonia is 
the community with more population and with more 
density of population-; the immigration flow notably 
since 1990’s -one of the biggest in Spain, with more 
than 13% (the whole of Spain is 9%)-; the important 
role of organizations from civic society -unparalleled 
in the rest of the country-; the historical gap between 

Spanish and Catalan Catholic Church in the 20th Cen-
tury and the engaging policies from the public au-
thorities -at regional and local level, with Barcelona 
in the upfront- which legislate religious plurality and 
promotes interfaith dialogue and tolerance, Catalonia 
offers some data and examples that differs from the 
rest of the country. For this reason, this research will 
be focused on it.

In 2015, the Catalan Government produced its first 
Barometer about religion and managing its diversity. 
It was a pioneering study, which provides information 
about how Catalans see themselves from a religious 
point of view. The study also shows how Catalans per-
ceive religious diversity and their views on policies for 
managing this diversity. The findings are represen-
tative for the whole of Catalonia and for each of its 
provinces. Unlike other studies, this survey has also 
been given to immigrants so its findings provide us 
with a fairly accurate snapshot of the current position 
of Catalan society with respect to religious issues. 

The Barometer about religion and managing its diver-
sity reveals that 52.4% of the population defines itself 
as a Catholic, 18.2% atheist, 15% as a believer of an-
other faith and 12% agnostic. From this 15% of popu-
lation that belongs of a non-Catholic faith we can find 
specially Muslim (7.3%), Evangelical (2.5%), Buddhist 
(1.3%) and Orthodox (1.3%) communities. 

12% of the population say they go to acts of worship 
once a week or more, 11.8% at least once a month, 
10.2% at least once a year and 65.8% never. 8.7% of 

15%
OTHER

CONFESSIONS

52% 18%
CATHOLIC 

ATHEISTS, AGNOSTICS 
AND NONBELIEVERS
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the population claim they would like to go to a place 
of worship more often.

Although the level of knowledge about these commu-
nities is generally low, Catalans are fully aware of the 
need to know about religious diversity in contempo-
rary society. 61.1% of respondents think that it is very 
or quite important that the public should have basic 
knowledge about religions to understand certain cul-
tural and artistic expressions or political situations. In 
this respect, 70% respondents are in favor of schools 
teaching a subject that provides all children with in-
formation about the main world religions.

The Barometer also reveals the opinion of the popu-
lation of Catalonia about the establishment of a diver-
sity of religious groups in our country. In this respect, 
55.1% of respondents said they very much or quite 
agree with the fact that the various religious groups 
can open new places of worship around the country. 
Only 5.3% of the population perceives tension and/or 
hostility between people of different religious groups 
in their town. Most believe that there is respect in 
spite of there being little interaction (53.5%) or there 
is a good relationship (35.7%). Moreover, 52.9% of 
respondents said that religious diversity enriches the 
cultural life of Catalonia, while only 14% consider that 
it threatens the lifestyle of their country.

The majority of respondents (58.1%) believe that gov-
ernment and religious groups should cooperate with 
each other more than they do today. As for policies 
to be implemented at the municipal level, over 60% 

of people agree that local governments should meet 
representatives of religious entities and attend reli-
gious entities’ acts of worship and that religious en-
tities should be consulted in matters affecting them.

In addition, 60.5% consider it quite or very important 
that government should promote interfaith dialogue 
and 66.3% believe it is very or quite important that 
the different faiths should cooperate with each other.

60.5% consider it quite or very 
important that government should 
promote interfaith dialogue 

“
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4.  PORTUGAL

Portugal is a secular state, not confessional, where 
freedom of religion and belief prevails. Individual re-
ligious freedom also includes the right to inform and 
be informed about religion, to transmit it to other per-
sons, to express it through external signs - eg through 
clothing or certain religious symbols - and to marry and 
practice other ceremonies according to religious rites.

During the period of the dictatorship of 1926 to 1974 
the official religion of Portugal was Catholicism other 
religions were tolerated but did not have the same legal 
rights. Since April 1974, there has been in Portugal the 
Law of Religious Freedom that separates the State from 
Religions. There are, since then to date, 772 non-Catho-
lic religious communities registered in Portugal.

The exact number of believers of each religion in 
Portugal is often confusing to determine, because in 
the Census the question about religion is optional. 
According to the census of 2011, Catholicism is prev-
alent in Portugal 81% of the Portuguese population 
are said to be Catholics. The Census in Portugal (2011) 
also revealed the following data:
- Catholic Church 81% of the population;
- Protestant and Evangelical 2.8% of the population;
- Jehovah’s Witness 1.5% of the population.
Among the minority religions, which add up to 6%, are 
the following religions:
- 56,000 Portuguese are Orthodox;
- Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Mormon) 
- about 41,917 faithful in Portugal (data released by the 
Mormon Church);
- Islam 20,640 (according to the 2011 Census);

- Judaism 3,061 faithful (according to the 2011 Census);
- 615,000 Portuguese claim to have no religion.
According to a recent study by the Catholic Univer-
sity of Lisbon, Jews, Buddhists, Hindus and Muslims 
together account for only 0.8% of the population of 
Portugal.

Already the number of people without religion in 
Portugal has grown in the last years and went from 
8.2% to 13.2%. Among those who claimed to have no 
religion, the number of atheists in Portugal rose from 
2.7% to 4.1%, the indifferent represented 3.2% and 
the agnostic 2.2%.

According to data collected by the European Social 
Survey in the 2014 and 2016 editions to analyse the 
behaviour of young people in Portugal, 57% of youth 
said they professed a Christian religion, and only 1% 
said they professed a non-Christian religion. A closer 
analysis shows that 53% of Portuguese young people 
say they are Catholic, 1% say they are Protestant and 
2% say they identify with another Christian denom-
ination. Muslims, Jews and other Christian denomi-
nations represent a residual minority among young 
Portuguese.

Besides identifying with religious confession, the 
study also analyses the frequency of religious prac-
tice. In Portugal, 20% of young people say they attend 
at least once a week in religious celebrations, regard-
less of religion or confession. Already 35% of young 
people say never participate. The rest correspond to 
those who say they do not profess any religion.

3,9%
OTHER

CONFESSIONS

81% 6,8%
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5. BELGIUM

There are currently six cults recognized by the Belgian 
state: Roman Catholic (since the creation of the Bel-
gian State in 1831), Judaism (1808), Anglican (1835), 
Protestant-Evangelical (1876), Muslim (1974) and Or-
thodox (1985)14.  Finally, the non-confessional philo-
sophical conception has been recognized since 2002.
 
However, it is important to point out that there are 
no official Belgian statistics concerning citizens’ be-
liefs since national figures do not take into account 
religious affiliation.

The ORELA (Observatory of Religions and Secularism), 
however, has conducted in 2016 a survey by IPSOS of 
600 people, entitled «French-speaking Belgians and 
religion.»15 From this survey came several key pieces 
of information:

The dominant religion in French-speaking Belgium 
is Catholicism with 63% of respondents identifying 
themselves as such.

Islam is the second most prevalent religion with 7% of 
people identifying as Muslim.

These two communities are distinguished by their 
number of practitioners: in French-speaking Belgium 
31% of Catholics declare themselves to be practicing, 
that is to say barely a third. At the same time, 89% of 
Muslims would declare themselves to be practicing. 
An age difference is also present here, with a major-
ity of Catholics practicing are elderly, unlike younger 
Muslim practitioners.

Nevertheless, atheists, agnostics and non-believers 
are the most numerous after Catholics. This group 
represents 26% of respondents in all French-speaking 
Belgium.

Finally, other religious identities are also declared, in-
cluding Protestantism and evangelicalism represent-
ing about 3% of respondents.

14 Service public fédéral - Justice : Cultes reconnus disponible sur 
: https://justice.belgium.be/fr/themes_et_dossiers/cultes_et_lai-
cite/cultes_reconnus
15 Observatoire des religions et de la laïcité, Un sondage ORELA/
IPSOS/Le Soir/RTBF : «Les Belges francophones et la religion», 
janvier 2016, disponible sur : http://www.o-re-la.org/index.
php?option=com_k2&view=item&id=1476:un-sondage-orela/
ipsos/le-soir/rtbf-les-belges-francophones-et-la-religion&Ite-
mid=85&lang=fr

7% 63% 26%
CATHOLICMUSLIMS

ATHEISTS, AGNOSTICS 
AND NONBELIEVERS
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6.  NETHERLANDS

The Netherlands has historically been predomi-
nantly Christian. During the 16th and 17th centu-
ry, The Netherlands was at the forefront of the 
schism between Catholicism and Protestantism. 
Consequently, the country has traditionally been 
seen as a safe haven for religious persecution, with 
many Protestants and Jewish people finding a ref-
uge in the Western region of the country. Tensions 
have periodically arisen, with Jewish acceptance 
being intermittent and Protestants enacting a se-
ries of anti-Catholic measures in the 18th and 19th 
century. After the Second World War migration 
brought Islam and to a lesser extent Buddhism 
and Hinduism to Dutch shores. At the same time 
Dutch society became more secular. The Dutch 
state constitutionally protects religious freedoms. 
New religions intersect with old religions in com-
plex way and their practice is socio-culturally chal-
lenged from time to time.

In 2015, 50.1% of the adult population declared 
not to refer to any religion. Christians comprised 
43.8% of the total population and were divided 
between Catholics with 23.7% and the members 
of the Protestant Church of the Netherlands with 
15.5%, members of other Christian denomina-
tions were the 4.6%. Islam comprised 4.9% of the 
total population, Hinduism 0.6%, Buddhism 0.4% 
and Judaism 0.1%. 

Religion plays a modest role in public and political 
life. 3 out of 13 political parties are based on re-
ligious Christian principles. Many schools have an 

original religious foundation and are state-fund-
ed. A few religious charities continue to offer care 
services. Atheism and agnosticism are on the rise 
and widely accepted, 82 percent have said they 
had never or almost never visited a church.

Catholicism is the most-declined faith in obser-
vance rates. People in the south historically and 
culturally consider themselves Catholic. A few 
large Catholic institutions continue to exist, in-
cluding two publically funded universities and 
large care institutions. The majority of Catholics 
are Papal-minded. 

Protestantism exists in many de-centered denomi-
nation. A small subset of protestants form the de-
voutly religious “Bible-Belt”, who observe an or-
thodox form of the faith and support strict gender 
divisions in family and public life. Women are in-
termittently allowed to serve more public roles. In 
Afro-Dutch communities, Evangelic Protestantism 
including Jehovah’s Witnesses and Pentecostal 
communities are growing, prominently amongst 
the Bijlmer area of Amsterdam.
Islam is the fastest growing of the ‘new faiths’. In 
10 cities, more than 10% of the inhabitants are 
from an Islamic background. Islamic institutions 
are often organised alongside national-ethnical 
lines. Anti-Islamic sentiment forms a core of an-
ti-migrant sentiment in the country. At the same 
time, Islamic institutions are struggling with a) 
their relation with the Dutch state and Dutch so-
ciety b) their relationship with foreign (financial) 

4,6%
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backers c) the existence of socio-economic strug-
gles and radicalisation amongst their youth.  These 
problems are exacerbated and seen through a po-
larized lens, strengthened by media stereotypes 
on Islam during reporting. Many Islamic peo-
ple feel scapegoated by a growing subset of the 
Dutch mainstream population. Local government 
supports new Mosques but frequently attract far-
right protests.

Judaism has been on the wane in The Netherlands 
since the majority of Jews in the Netherlands were 
deported and murdered in the Holocaust. A small 
close-knit community of Jews continues to live in 
the Netherlands, predominantly in its main urban 
areas. Acceptance of Judaism is high, although the 
Jewish community reports anti-Semitism coming 
from members of the Islamic community and a ris-
ing right-extremist presence.

Religion plays a modest 
role in public and political 
life. 3 out of 13 political 
parties are based on religious 
Christian principles

“
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SUMMARY : 
WHAT TO REMEMBER? 
**
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The six partner countries of the 
YARIM project write their history in 
a dominant Catholic tradition. Today 
we are witnessing an increase in 
the number of Catholics who say 
they are “non-practicing”

“

The six partner countries of the YARIM project write 
their history in a dominant Catholic tradition. Today 
we are witnessing an increase in the number of Cath-
olics who say they are “non-practicing”. Europe con-
tinues to become more secular.

The second religion of our 6 partner countries is Is-
lam. The number of Muslims has increased steadily 
over the last ten years. Islam seems to have an attrac-
tive effect on young people. Islam is sometimes expe-
rienced by these as reassuring because it states atti-
tudes and behaviors that serve as benchmarks. Youth, 
who feel a form of disengagement from society and 
the adult world, are looking for other projects, for 
other purposes, for other values.   

What matters is that believers make religion a religion 
of peace (this is how the vast majority of them live 
their religion). The use of religion for political pur-
poses is not the preserve of Islam. Thus, for example, 
during the last Italian election campaign, politicians 
swore on the Gospel and carried a rosary, as a symbol.

European culture is no longer Christian, but churches 
are still full in some countries. In the same way, reli-
gious violence in the Islamic world comes from a cri-
sis of traditional Islamic culture, from a deculturation 
of Islam. This is why violence is the greatest among 
those who experience this deculturation: when a rup-
ture is created between the second generation and 
the converts, between the tradition of parents and 
the culture of the country, then violence is created. 

Today, religions are no longer the place of traditional 
culture. It is both a wealth and a misfortune. It is un-
fortunate because religion becomes uncertain and is 
no longer rooted in tradition, it must be sought. How-
ever, it is also a chance, because religions have a uni-
versalist vocation and are not the place of a particular 
culture. In this period of globalization, it is necessary 
for religions to rediscover their universal and univer-
salist vocation instead of identifying themselves with-
in ethnic or national groups, as the populist move-
ments do today.
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BENCHMARK :
EXPERIENCES IN OUR DIFFERENT 
PARTNER COUNTRIES
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The 6 YARIM partners, located in Belgium, Spain, 
France, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal, conducted a 
European benchmarking of good practices promoting 
dialogue and cooperation between different actors 
(youth, associations, institutions and public authori-
ties, religious actors, training organizations, civil so-
ciety ...) impacting young people. 32 structures were 
questioned.

The initial questionnaire, available in the appendix, 
included the activities carried out by the structures, 
their relationships and interactions with the Youth, 
the difficulties encountered, the needs to be ex-
pressed, or even the solutions that have been tried to 
maintain an active dialogue with Youth. 

According to the results obtained, youth people wel-
comed in these establishments meet a certain num-
ber of problems related to several dimensions. On a 
personal level, they have difficulty creating a singular 
and personal identity, lack self-confidence and tack-
le feelings of injustice, lack of guidelines, future per-
spectives and recognition. At a higher level, they face 
difficulties in finding a place in society, sometimes 
even feel socially excluded and leave civic life behind. 
They feel mistrusts from institutions and face discrim-
inating situations.

To respond to these issues, the structures surveyed 
perform outreach work with young people through 
spaces of education and training, listening and reflec-
tion, accommodation or social support, psychological 
or school. The objective of the majority of the struc-
tures is to develop the critical spirit and the capacity of 
reflection of the young people by promoting the dia-
logue, the listening and the civic participation. Howev-
er, they express specific needs concerning the creation 
of relationships of trust with youth or the knowledge 
of religion and the reality of young people.

It is at the local level that the structures feel they 
have the greatest impact, especially towards young 
people. In fact, more than half of them find that the 
relations of the young people have improved thanks 
to the proposed activities and half of them show an 
improvement of their self-esteem.

This benchmark shows that the feelings of discrimi-
nation, the lack of meetings based on interculturali-
ty, the lack of neutral information on the beliefs and 
customs of each, constitute a multitude of issues that 
lead to creating borders between worlds that should, 
however, coexist.

The objective of the majority of the 
structures is to develop the critical 
spirit and the capacity of reflection 
of the young people by promoting 
the dialogue, the listening and the 
civic participation

“
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PRESENTATION OF FIVE 
EUROPEAN BEST PRACTICES

2 ND
PART
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OUR SELECTION CRITERIA

· TRANSFERABILITY OF EXPERIENCE 
FROM ONE COUNTRY TO ANOTHER

· RELEVANCE OF THE EXPERIENCE FOR 
THE TARGET AUDIENCE: YOUTH

· THE POSSIBILITY OF MOBILIZATION OF 
EXPERIENCE BY SOCIAL WORKERS

· THE POSSIBILITY OF MOBILIZING 
THESE ACTIONS WITHOUT BEING AN 
EXPERT ON RELIGIONS

· THE POSSIBILITY OF GOOD PRACTICES 
REPLICATION, BY ADAPTING TO EACH 
CONTEXT
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HOSTING EXPERIENCE FOR YOUNG 
IMMIGRANTS AND YOUTH WITH SOCIAL 
AND FAMILY DIFFICULTIES 
ASSOCIAZIONE DON MILANI

http://donmilanisorisole.it/ 

OBJECTIVES 

· To support the socialization of the 
unaccompanied foreign minors 
carrying an existential angst;

· Propose personalized educational 
and therapeutic paths;

· Encourage dialogue with and 
between the hosts and the local 
network;

· Initiate career paths towards self-re-
liance focused on work and social 
relationships;

· Promote human and spiritual values   
such as tolerance, forgiveness, self-res-
pect and others.

DESCRIPTION 

“You have to create a real family 
around a child who has no parents 
and does not have a house and put 
a person who loves him/her, cares 
for him or her like a mother, who 
lives in a serene and intimate place 
like a house “.

The Don Lorenzo Milani commu-
nity hosts unaccompanied foreign 
minors between the ages of 14 and 
18. Children from non-European 
countries have fled their country for 
various reasons. In Italy they are like 

orphans with no family, no home, 
no friends. They are teenagers who 
have to live like young adults.

Minors are handed over to Don Mi-
lani Association by the social services 
of the territory in which the young 
person is. We build, then, with each 
young person a personalized educa-
tional course.

The Association offers to these youth 
a place similar to the family, a school 
to learn the Italian language, training 
courses, the possibility of unders

tanding the world of work, support 
for the recognition of the right of 
asylum.

Beyond the age of 18, the Associa-
tion offers them the possibility of 
remaining in the structure until their 
complete independence.

WHY / 
TESTIMONIALS

During the training that took place 
in Bergamo in November, the 

1

http://donmilanisorisole.it/
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YARIM partners listened to the 
testimony of the Don Milani Associ-
ation’s educator officer.

The philosophy behind hosting 
the Association is based on three 
pillars:

1. Share: “living together”. Sharing 
experiences and creating a space of 
relationship and openness are ways 
to meet and recognize others as a 
person. This approach is important 
both for educators in creating rela-
tionships with the hosted and for the 
minors themselves who learn to build 
relationships with others in an atmo-
sphere of mutual respect and trust.

2. Curiosity: sharing allows them to 
open up to daily experiences rich 
in differences and diversities. This 
experience becomes educational 
when the opportunity arises to ask, 
to speak about their points of view, 
and to confront the points of view 
of others.

3. Free time: sharing, curiosity 
and dialogue can be done entirely 
during free time. Activities / leisure 
activities that make up free time 
are an opportunity to experiment 
with informal exchanges in which 
ethnic differences or language 
barriers are overcome in favor of a 
moment of sharing an emotion, a 
passion, of a common pleasure.

HOW TO ORGANIZE 
AND ADAPT EVENTS: 
PROPOSALS

The three pillars that underlie the 
Don Milani Association’s education-
al approach can and should be at 
the root of all educational relation-
ships.

The ability to share free time simpli-
fies meetings and listening. Howev-
er, the strength of the Association’s 
approach lies in the non-judgmen-
tal effort in order to favor the re-
ception of subjectivity and genuine 
listening. It is possible to create 
sharing spaces also in schools, for 
example:

- By highlighting the ceremonies 
that mark the culture or the origin 
of each youth;

- Respecting the needs of everyone, 
even if they are related to cultural 
particularities (for example, serving 
meals with the right hand and not 
with the left in respect of the Mus-
lim tradition);

- By organizing parties or meals 
with typical dishes of each culture 
present in the group / community. 
These are important opportunities 
because they allow young people, 
on the one hand, to have their tra-
ditions recognized and, on the oth-
er hand, to open spaces for mutual 
knowledge.

STRENGTHS

- Sharing moments of daily life 
respecting the customs of each 
culture or religion;

The Association offers to 
these youth a place similar 
to the family

“
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- Sharing common interests such 
as music or football for example. 
Thus, being a supporter of the 
same football team creates conniv-
ance between people and develops 
membership in new home groups; 

- The sharing of holiday moments: 
The holidays / celebrations are priv-
ileged moments where the conviv-
iality and sharing of meals, flavors, 
music, songs from different coun-
tries, generate a shared pleasure 
and promotes exchanges. Through 
these discoveries, everyone learns 
from the other and makes their 
representations evolve in the face 
of others;

- The creation of a common cal-
endar. Several very positive expe-
riences have been based on the 
elaboration of a common annual 
calendar of celebrations from differ-
ent religions or communities; 

- Gather the conditions favorable 
to the meeting;

- Take into account the primary 
needs of people; 

- Guarantee a home where people 
feel safe;

- Take into account their need to 
«do», to work, to have a perspective; 

- Respect people in their individu-
ality, also respecting, for example 
their dietary practices;

- Respect practices related to wor-
ship.

WEBSITE 
/ ARTICLES

http://donmilanisorisole.it/ 

http://donmilanisorisole.it/mi-
nori-stranieri-non-accompagna-
ti-richiedenti-asilo/ 
https://www.instagram.com/comu-
nitadonmilani/
https://www.facebook.com/Comu-
nitadonlorenzomilani/

Children from non-European 
countries have fled their country 
for various reasons

“

http://donmilanisorisole.it/
http://donmilanisorisole.it/minori-stranieri-non-accompagnati-richiedenti-asilo/
http://donmilanisorisole.it/minori-stranieri-non-accompagnati-richiedenti-asilo/
http://donmilanisorisole.it/minori-stranieri-non-accompagnati-richiedenti-asilo/
https://www.instagram.com/comunitadonmilani/
https://www.instagram.com/comunitadonmilani/
https://www.facebook.com/Comunitadonlorenzomilani/
https://www.facebook.com/Comunitadonlorenzomilani/
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ASSOCIATION 
COEXISTER
COEXISTER

https://www.coexister.fr/

“Coexister is an interconvictional 
movement of youth and popular 
education, recognized of general 
interest, non-confessional and 
non-political, allowing youth from 
15 to 35 years to create social link 
and to promote a better life togeth-
er” through collective action (See: 
https://www.coexister.fr )

OBJECTIVES 

“Coexister chooses to transform the 
convictional diversity into a vector 
of social cohesion and social inno-
vation, thanks to the local “Active 
Coexistence path.”(See: https://
www.coexister.fr )

“Active Coexistence is a philosophy 
that comes in a field method to en-
able every citizen, especially 15-35, 
to promote a better life together. 
This model of society is based on a 
triple conviction: diversity exists, it 
is a chance, and is even necessary 
to create a social bond. “ Coexister 
proposes a model of society that 
creates cohesion not despite but 
THANKS TO the differences.

The on-the-field methodology 
relies on the differences. It comes 
through a three-fold pathe:

- Dailogue activities (to know each 
other), solidarity actions (to act 

together toward a collective objec-
tive) and sensitazation workshops 
in schools (to share among peers)

TARGET POPULATION 

There are around 2 500 every year 
to take part in the three steps of 
the coexister path. More than 
25 000 have been sensitized in their 
secondary schools and high schools.

The level of youth participation is 
very high in this project as it comes 
directly from their own initiatives. 
Coexister was founded by Samuel 

Grzybowski, then aged 16, with 11 
Jewish, Christian and muslim, athe-
ist and agnostics youth.

DESCRIPTION

Coexister motto is “Diversity of 
beliefs, Unity in action”. 

It received the prize “La France 
s’engage / Foundation” for its inno-
vative actions and general interest. 
As well as the prize ‘Best influencer’ 
by Twitter in 2015 for the launch of 
#NousSommesUnis after the terro-
tist attacks.

2

https://www.coexister.fr
https://www.coexister.fr
https://www.coexister.fr
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The implementation of “Active 
Coexistence” is based on the “ped-
agogy of doing together” where the 
difference is vector and achieve-
ment of unity. According to the 
website https://www.coexister.fr, 
it is about “doing together to live 
better together”, “learning to value 
the diversity of each and to make it 
a leverage to live together”. 

The Coexister association there-
fore promotes interfaith dialogue 
through various activities where 
Jews, Christians, Muslims, atheists 
and agnostics meet. The association 
organizes for example: 

- Meals and conferences

- The Kawaa or coffee debate on 
living together and secularity  

- Exhibition visits or places of worship

- Solidaritry actions: Homeless sup-
port, toys and clothes distribution, etc.

- Interfaith roommates (people of 
Jewish, Muslim, Catholic faith live 
together their daily lives and their 
religion) 

- Interconvictional Groups have 
been organized and funded to 
participate in “Interfaith Tours”. 
Their goals are to travel the world 
to identify interreligious initiatives 

in different continents. www.inter-
faithtour.fr 

- Awareness workhops in schools 
about stereotypes and dis-
crimaninations.

WHY / 
TESTIMONIALS

The Coexister Association was es-
tablished in 2009. 

It first came from a visit to the 
Auschwitz camp in 2008 during 
which the idea of   «building bridges 
between people» emerges. Then 
comes the hardening of the conflict 
in the Gaza Strip, which reinforces 
the clashes between pro-Palestin-
ians and pro-Israel in France. During 
a time of interreligious gathering 
for Peace that took place in Paris on 
this occasion, Samuel GRZYBOWSKI, 
Christian (then aged 16), proposes 
a blood donation action called “To-
gether sang%”, ;at the birth of com-
mitment to creation to «coexist». 

The principle was to give one’s 
blood for life and not for war.

HOW TO ORGANIZE 
AND ADAPT EVENTS: 
PROPOSALS

The path to coexist is built in 3 
steps:
1. Dialogue
2. Solidarity
3. Awareness
Creativity, open-mindedness, com-
mitment are at the center of this 
movement. The principle is to pro-
pose to experience “living togeth-
er”, to lead projects, to act together 
within diversity, to conceive ‘differ-
ence’ as a “driving force for unity”.

To rely on primary needs that 
make us first and foremost human 
beings: to eat, drink, have a roof, 
to achieve, to come true… which 
would facilitate the conviviality, 
the serenity ... which would lead to 
being together ... in peace; which 
would provoke the exchanges to 
laugh, to congratulate, to build, to 
solve problems, to help each other. 
  
As explained by the founder of Co-
exister, he advocates to change the 
latin expression “Si vis pacem, para 
bellum” “If you want peace, pre-
pare for war” into a new expression 
“Si vis Pacem, para pacem”: “If you 
want peace, prepare for PEACE”.

STRENGTHS

Being in touch with “difference” 
enables to recognize his/her own 
identity (I see and I hear, I am seen 

Coexister motto is 
“Diversity of beliefs, 
Unity in action”

“

https://www.coexister.fr
http://www.interfaithtour.fr
http://www.interfaithtour.fr
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and I am heard). It is because I 
am with someone different that I 
realize his/her difference but also 
mine. The presence of ‘difference’ 
opens to the recognition of oneself 
and others, to the principle of dual 
recognition. 

Make difference an asset, a chance, 
an opportunity to live together by 
doing, for a time, and with what is 
common, without forgetting one’s 
own difference.

To do together is to discover the 
other and learn from him/her; it is 
to discover each other mutually and 
vice versa. 

WEBSITE / 
ARTICLES

https://www.coexister.fr

https://fr-fr.facebook.com/coex-
isterfr 

https://www.interfaithtour.fr

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=qObXb-o9BKI

https://www.saphirnews.com/
Interfaith-Tour-apres-le-monde-les-
jeunes-de-Coexister-fill-filling- -la-
France_a18784.html

For Youth, about secularity (in 
french) : www.generationlaicite.fr 

Books (french) :                      
                                                                                               
Samuel GRZYBOWSKI, Fraternité 
Radicale, Les Arènes, 2018

Samuel GRZYBOWSKI, Manifeste 
pour une Coexistence active, l’Atel-
ier, 2015

Pour les jeunes, cahier de jeux sur 
les religions et la laïcité : Coexistez, 
bons dieux !, Editions du CERF, 2016

Trainings :

Coexister offers trainings for Youth 
workers, social workers about se-
curality, knowledge about religions, 
living togetherness, fight against 
prejudices, etc :   contact@coex-
ister.fr 

“Active Coexistence” is 
based on the “pedagogy 
of doing together”

“

https://www.coexister.fr
https://fr-fr.facebook.com/coexisterfr
https://fr-fr.facebook.com/coexisterfr
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qObXb-o9BKI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qObXb-o9BKI
https://www.saphirnews.com/Interfaith-Tour-apres-le-monde-les-jeunes-de-Coexister-prets-a-sillonner-la-France_a18784.html
https://www.saphirnews.com/Interfaith-Tour-apres-le-monde-les-jeunes-de-Coexister-prets-a-sillonner-la-France_a18784.html
https://www.saphirnews.com/Interfaith-Tour-apres-le-monde-les-jeunes-de-Coexister-prets-a-sillonner-la-France_a18784.html
https://www.saphirnews.com/Interfaith-Tour-apres-le-monde-les-jeunes-de-Coexister-prets-a-sillonner-la-France_a18784.html
http://www.generationlaicite.fr
https://www.editionsducerf.fr/librairie/livre/17691/coexistez-bons-dieux-cahier-de-vacances
https://www.editionsducerf.fr/librairie/livre/17691/coexistez-bons-dieux-cahier-de-vacances
mailto:contact@coexister.fr
mailto:contact@coexister.fr
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Garden L’OASIS DE LA RENCONTRE 
from QUARTIER DE LA MEINEAU in 
Strasbourg (France) 

And other similar experiences :
- Book garden (JARDIN DU LIVRE) in 
Valff
- Garden in SAVERNE
- Interconfessional garden in Lexing-
ton (MASSACHUSSETTS)

OBJECTIVES 

- To create bonds
- To use the garden as stable meet-
ing place for religions
- To link the the green 
- To understand
- To discover

 
TARGET AUDIENCE 

Citizens, Youth

DESCRIPTION 

These gardens rely on several 
principles:

- Meeting oneself and others in a 
calm, open, serene, natural envi-
ronment and where the sense of 
the effort, the work of the soil are 
shared ... to return to the essential 
(to cultivate to nourish and feed) 

and the sources of the human 
being (work, harvest, share).

- Encourage interfaith meeting 
through culture, planting, garden 
maintenance, plant history.

- To discover, meet around collec-
tive meals, knowledge, traditions

Other projects can complement, 
such as:

- Writing cooking, receipe books 
from holy books;

- Make donations to associations, 
food banks;

- Educate about organic farming 
(also opening to those who need it) 
and solidarity;

- Animations by: debates, culture, 
events, parties

 
WHY / 
TESTIMONIALS

FR - Nature as a place of pacify-
ing experience: «we chose plants 
to fight against fear», see the 
following website: https://actu.
fr/hauts-de-france/lille_59350/
jardin-interreligieux-lexemple-alsa-
cien_6477713

FR - Get out of the intellectu-
al discourse, and get into the 
concrete https://www.la-croix.
com/Solidarite/Idees-pour-agir/
Saverne-cree-un-jardins-interreli-
gieux.-_NG_-2008-11-26-542992

FR - Doing together, working to-
gether, cultivating together, reju-
venating together, https://www.
la-croix.com/Solidarite/Idees-pour-
agir/Saverne-cree-un-jardins-inter-
religieux.-_NG_-2008-11-

HOW TO ORGANIZE 
AND ADAPT EVENTS: 
PROPOSALS

- The ideal is to create a garden at 
the foot of towers, in neighbor-
hoods in difficulty, on buildings’ 
roofs, where cultural diversity lives 
... and why not in the city center 
to highlight a citizen approach: 
promote ecology, live green-er, (re)
invest the land, promote «doing 
together» and «be together» and 
ultimately «live together», encour-
age solidarity and brotherhood ...

- Insist on the soothing, spiritual as-
pects that develop from the diversi-
ty of people, plants, colors, smells, 
lights, artistic works and symbols.

- Shaping paths where plants and 
symbols would be grouped by re-

GARDEN L’OASIS 
DE LA RENCONTRE 
from QUARTIER DE LA MEINEAU in STRASBOURG 3

https://www.oasisdelarencontre.fr

https://actu.fr/hauts-de-france/lille_59350/jardin-interreligieux-lexemple-alsacien_6477713
https://actu.fr/hauts-de-france/lille_59350/jardin-interreligieux-lexemple-alsacien_6477713
https://actu.fr/hauts-de-france/lille_59350/jardin-interreligieux-lexemple-alsacien_6477713
https://actu.fr/hauts-de-france/lille_59350/jardin-interreligieux-lexemple-alsacien_6477713
https://www.la-croix.com/Solidarite/Idees-pour-agir/Saverne-cree-un-jardins-interreligieux.-_NG_-2008-11-26-542992
https://www.la-croix.com/Solidarite/Idees-pour-agir/Saverne-cree-un-jardins-interreligieux.-_NG_-2008-11-26-542992
https://www.la-croix.com/Solidarite/Idees-pour-agir/Saverne-cree-un-jardins-interreligieux.-_NG_-2008-11-26-542992
https://www.la-croix.com/Solidarite/Idees-pour-agir/Saverne-cree-un-jardins-interreligieux.-_NG_-2008-11-26-542992
https://www.la-croix.com/Solidarite/Idees-pour-agir/Saverne-cree-un-jardins-interreligieux.-_NG_-2008-11-
https://www.la-croix.com/Solidarite/Idees-pour-agir/Saverne-cree-un-jardins-interreligieux.-_NG_-2008-11-
https://www.la-croix.com/Solidarite/Idees-pour-agir/Saverne-cree-un-jardins-interreligieux.-_NG_-2008-11-
https://www.la-croix.com/Solidarite/Idees-pour-agir/Saverne-cree-un-jardins-interreligieux.-_NG_-2008-11-
https://www.coexister.fr
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ligion ... with sounds and music in 
the background ... design a quiet 
place from a circle of benches (the 
fountain in the middle?) Where 
everyone could ask, speak to each 
other

- To promote the initiatives in 
schools, centres for elderly, social 
centers, though books: recipes, 
history of plants, the symbols of 
plants ...

 
STRENGTHS

The planting, harvesting and main-
tenance of the garden require a 
permanent and continuous pre-
sence. The interconfessional link is 
almost permanent (instead of mee-
tings organized punctually).

The plant is the support for inter-
convictional dialogue: common 
history, symbol, pathways in the 
garden ...

Planting together the soil is a little 
to go back to the initial times and 
foundations of the first human 
communities, particularly if the 
garden is «a conquest» in the city... 
«a spiritual conquest of vegeta-
tion» that can open up on civic and 
political values   (by the feeling of 
belonging to something broader): 
solidarity, fraternity ...

  

WEBSITE / ARTICLES

https://www.ara.cat/estils_i_gent/
Jardins-cultivar-dialeg-interreli-
gios_0_1932406743.html

https://amisdelavie.org/2014/10/
strasbourg-visite-du-jardin-interreli-
gieux-meinau/

http://www.protestants-meinau.
org/public_files/file/le_jardin_oasi-
sa4_pour_reproduction.pdf

https://www.la-croix.com/Solidar-
ite/Idees-pour-agir/Sav

erne-cree-un-jardin-interreligieux.-_
NG_-2008-11-26-542992

http://www.lavie.fr/bien-etre/
alimentation/un-repas-in-
terreligieux-c-est-possi-
ble-07-12-2016-78367_418.php
https://regardsprotestants.com/
vie-protestante/un-jardin-symbole-
de-louverture-et-de-la-connais-
sance/

The ideal is to create a garden 
at the foot of towers, in 
neighborhoods in difficulty

“

https://www.ara.cat/estils_i_gent/Jardins-cultivar-dialeg-interreligios_0_1932406743.html
https://www.ara.cat/estils_i_gent/Jardins-cultivar-dialeg-interreligios_0_1932406743.html
https://www.ara.cat/estils_i_gent/Jardins-cultivar-dialeg-interreligios_0_1932406743.html
https://amisdelavie.org/2014/10/strasbourg-visite-du-jardin-interreligieux-meinau/
https://amisdelavie.org/2014/10/strasbourg-visite-du-jardin-interreligieux-meinau/
https://amisdelavie.org/2014/10/strasbourg-visite-du-jardin-interreligieux-meinau/
http://www.protestants-meinau.org/public_files/file/le_jardin_oasisa4_pour_reproduction.pdf
http://www.protestants-meinau.org/public_files/file/le_jardin_oasisa4_pour_reproduction.pdf
http://www.protestants-meinau.org/public_files/file/le_jardin_oasisa4_pour_reproduction.pdf
https://www.la-croix.com/Solidarite/Idees-pour-agir/Saverne-cree-un-jardin-interreligieux.-_NG_-2008-11-26-542992
https://www.la-croix.com/Solidarite/Idees-pour-agir/Saverne-cree-un-jardin-interreligieux.-_NG_-2008-11-26-542992
https://www.la-croix.com/Solidarite/Idees-pour-agir/Saverne-cree-un-jardin-interreligieux.-_NG_-2008-11-26-542992
https://www.la-croix.com/Solidarite/Idees-pour-agir/Saverne-cree-un-jardin-interreligieux.-_NG_-2008-11-26-542992
https://www.la-croix.com/Solidarite/Idees-pour-agir/Saverne-cree-un-jardin-interreligieux.-_NG_-2008-11-26-542992
https://www.la-croix.com/Solidarite/Idees-pour-agir/Saverne-cree-un-jardin-interreligieux.-_NG_-2008-11-26-542992
https://www.la-croix.com/Solidarite/Idees-pour-agir/Saverne-cree-un-jardin-interreligieux.-_NG_-2008-11-26-542992
https://www.la-croix.com/Solidarite/Idees-pour-agir/Saverne-cree-un-jardin-interreligieux.-_NG_-2008-11-26-542992
https://www.la-croix.com/Solidarite/Idees-pour-agir/Saverne-cree-un-jardin-interreligieux.-_NG_-2008-11-26-542992
https://www.la-croix.com/Solidarite/Idees-pour-agir/Saverne-cree-un-jardin-interreligieux.-_NG_-2008-11-26-542992
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4
ASSOCIATION AUDIR
ASSOCIACIÓ UNESCO DE DIÀLEG 
INTERRELIGIÓS I INTERCONVICCIONAL

https://audir.org/

OBJECTIVES 

To raise awareness on religious diver-
sity and the importance of interfaith 
dialogue through cultural activities

TARGET 
POPULATION 
  
Youth and all citizens

DESCRIPTION 

The UNESCO-recognised Association 
for Interreligious Dialogue, AUDIR, 
is a non-confessional organization 
based in Barcelona. It brings togeth-
er and mobilizes people from differ-
ent religious traditions that 

work in connection with the main 
international organizations of in-
terreligious dialogue, to promote 
knowledge, interfaith dialogue and 
cooperation between the different 
religious communities present in 
the city, from the perspective of the 
culture of dialogue and peace. 
The main activities of AUDIR are: 
training on religious diversity; cul-
tural activities (theatre, conferenc-
es, exhibitions…); publications and 
research.

AUDIR has a youth section. Young 
people from different religious 
communities as well as young peo-
ple without a particular faith meet 
regularly to share their experiences 
and points of view, as well as to 
prepare cultural activities.

One of these activities is called 
«Bridge Construction». The main 
objective of the project is to em-
power and educate youth to the val-
ues   of different religious traditions 
and non-religious beliefs.

For example, three groups of young 
people carried out the following 
initiatives:

• A group of young people designed 
a theater show. This show has been 
disolayed in several schools in Bar-
celona,   to sensitize students to the 
diversity of beliefs and the recep-
tion of difference.

• A youth group brainstorms on a 
presentation on diversity of beliefs 
in which youth shared their respec-
tive religious traditions.

• A group of young people led a 
joint project to raise public aware-
ness of the situation of homeless 
people.

Since 2016, AUDIR organizes “a 
Night” in all the city of Barcelona 
where more than 40 religious com-
munities participate. The aim of this 
day is to promote the plurality of 
faiths and to show the great diversi-
ty of religious traditions in the city. 
All the communities involved par-
ticipate not only opening their tem-
ples and centres, but also offering 
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activities like concerts, dinner, con-
ferences or screenings. In this way, 
all the citizenship can see more in 
deep how these communities work 
and at the same time can learn 
more about the different religions 
that are established in the city.

Each year, AUDIR also publishes a 
calendar on religious diversity. This 
calendar not only mention the im-
portant dates of each religion but 
also shows different approaches of 
one topic (for example the night, 
the death or childhood) through 
texts and images.

Another initiative from AUDIR is the in-
terreligious Choir, composed from dif-
ferent singers from different religious 
backgrounds. It offers partiiopants a 
musical traning, a place to share music 
and experience, friendships. Dozens of 
concerts took place in Barcelona.

WHY / 
TESTIMONIALS

Ces expériences menées par les 
jeunes s’appuient sur un niveau 
de participation élevé des jeunes 
concernés.

Elles favorisent le processus de re-
connaissance de ces jeunes, recon-
naissance de leurs croyances, de leurs 
convictions tout en   développant 

leurs capacités à l’accueil   des autres 
croyances et convictions portées par 
les autres membres du groupe. 

Ces expériences valorisent le 
« faire-ensemble » et répond aux be-
soins d’expression et d’engagement 
des jeunes.

Grâce à toutes les activités organisées 
par AUDIR, les citoyens de Barcelone 
peuvent rencontrer directement les 
communautés religieuses de leur ville 
et être plus conscients de la pluralité 
religieuse. Les jeunes peuvent s’im-
pliquer activement dans des projets 
qu’ils conçoivent et réalisent. 

HOW TO ORGANIZE 
AND ADAPT EVENTS: 
PROPOSALS

Some of the events of AUDIR also 
runs in other European cities. For 
example, the Night of Religions is 
organized in Berlin and other Euro-
pean cities. The Plateforme Inter-
religieuse de Geneve (Switzerland) 
also publishes the Interfaith calen-
dar in a similar way. 

STRENGTHS

AUDIR has as its main objective 
to promote a meeting space be-
tween the citizens and the religious 

communities; an opportunity for 
dialogue and knowledge of the 
religious diversity, thanks to its var-
ious activities, sometimes targeting 
youth and all citizenships.

WEBSITE / ARTICLES

Https://audir.org/

To raise awareness on religious diversity 
and the importance of interfaith 
dialogue through cultural activities

“
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5
GUIDELINES ON RELIGIOUS 
DIVERSITY
GOVERNMENT OF CATALONIA

OBJECTIVES
 
To foster diversity in various public 
organisations and spaces

TARGET POPULATION 

Personel working in public organi-
sations

DESCRIPTION 

The Religious Office of the Govern-
ment of Catalonia (Spain) publishes 
several free guides (in paper and 
PDF format) in order to raise aware-
ness on religious diversity among its 
staff. The guides published are:

-Guide to respect the diversity of 
beliefs in schools of Catalonia
This publication sets out the rules 
to be followed and criteria for its 
implementation. It touches upon 
religious festivals, use of symbols, 
food in school, school curriculum 
materials and mourning in the edu-
cational context.

-Guide to respect the diversity of 
beliefs in healthcare centers in Cat-
alonia

The guide provides guidelines and 
performance to ensure the exercise 
of the rights of religious freedom in 

the health sector. This publication 
is edited for to all those working in 
the health sector.
-Guide to respect the diversity of 
beliefs in prisons of Catalonia
-Guide to respect the diversity of 
beliefs in the public space
-Guide to respect the diversity of 
beliefs in the cemeteries 

 
WHY / 
TESTIMONIALS

Thanks to these guides, the believ-
ers can benefit from the religion 
freedom as recognized by law in 
their daily life. 

HOW TO ORGANIZE 
AND ADAPT EVENTS: 
PROPOSALS

These guides can be edited from a 
public institution or in collaboration 
with civic organizations.

STRENGTHS

The guides focuses on religious 
freedom and the respects of the 
believers’ rights not in an abstract 
manner but in a specific way, talking 
about daily situations, from schools 
to health centers. 

WEBSITE / ARTICLES

http://justicia.gencat.cat/ca/ambits/
afers-religiosos/publicacions/Guies/

http://justicia.gencat.cat/ca/ambits/afers-religiosos/publicacions/Guies/
http://justicia.gencat.cat/ca/ambits/afers-religiosos/publicacions/Guies/
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WHAT SHOULD WE RETAIN FROM 
THESE GOOD PRACTICES?
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DARING THE 
INTERCONVICTIONAL DIALOGUE!

We are aware that interconvictional dialogue is not easy. 
Even if, as we have seen, the European legislative frame-
work and that of our different countries refer to Human 
rights and the freedom of worship, the reality is much 
more complex. Reluctance is multiple and comes from 
different levels:

ü European citizens, themselves, who have, for some, 
tendency to close on nationalistic logic and consider 
the difference, whether related to ethnic origin or to re-
ligious affiliation, as a source of insecurity. The fear of 
‘the others’ perceived as “different”, is fueled by politi-
cal movements, and reinforced by the mediatic pressure 
linked to the recent terrorist events.

ü Political parties that predicate their thinking and prin-
ciples on nationalist isolation and, once in power, op-
pose diversity.

ü Religious institutions, sometimes, that wish to main-
tain a dominant position in the country and for which 
openness to dialogue with other believers also with 
atheists and agnostics is not always considered as a pri-
ority. It can even be perceived as a questioning and not 
as a mutual enrichment.

However, despite all these obstacles or reluctance, we 
are convinced that the interconvictional meeting is a 
necessity. Like the Youth in the “Coexister” movement, 
presented beforehand, we find ourselves in the idea of   a 
society that promotes “active co-existence”.

Through the research that we have done across the dif-
ferent European countries, we have discovered coura-
geous experiences that testify the possibility of promot-
ing such encounters and we believe that these bring us 
to gain in humanity!

We are aware that the interconvictional dialogue does 
not avoid all risks, and cannot be considered as a “mira-
cle recipe” that could act as a barrier to any manifesta-
tion of violent radicalization. 

Interconvictional dialogue is a space of ‘possibilities’ to 
be built together, in a perspective of “doing the best”, 
living together with our differences that then become 
sources of wealth rather than tensions and fears.

It is also a responsibility to search, together, for the 
Meaning of what drives us, individually and collectively, 
without promoting uniformity, but rather, by discovering 
other perspectives, other paths and other quests.

We believe, through the good practices that we have 
studied, that fostering the interconvictional dialogue 
with the Youth we accompany can be achieved through 
creating meeting spaces based on the principle of «do-
ing together», before exchanging on our different con-
victions. 
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DOING 
TOGETHER!

Create moments of sharing experiences so that diversi-
ty becomes a source of questioning:

ü Sharing moments of daily life: respecting the cus-
toms of each culture or each religion. The example of 
what is happening at the Bergamo accommodation 
center perfectly illustrates the inherent wealth in these 
moments of sharing and mutual discovery of different 
cultures and convictions. 

ü Sharing common interests such as music or foot-
ball for example. Thus, being a supporter of the same 
team of footall creates a connivance between these peo-
ple and develops the membership to new membership 
groups. In Bergamo, for example, the hosts meet in front 
of the television, united to defend the talents of their 
favorite football team. 

ü Working together: the example of the Strasbourg 
gardens shows the interest of working side by side, to 
share knowledge. In this experiment, growing plants to-
gether and collecting fruits, flowers, vegetables offers a 
common meeting space. In a similar experiment in the 
United States, the association that develops the project 
of diversity gardens, also organizes the sharing of meals 
with harvested food.

ü Sharing moments of celebration: The festivities 
are privileged moments where conviviality and sharing 
of meals, flavors, music, songs from different countries, 
generate a shared pleasure and promotes exchanges. 
The experience of Bergamo demonstrates the impor-
tance for youth to find the flavors of their country, its 
traditions, to explain customs, beliefs and to develop 
curiosity, interest and surprise in others. Through these 
discoveries, each one learns from the other and changes 
his or her own visions.

To lead shared actions together:

ü The creation of a common calendar. Several very 
positive experiences have been based on the develop-
ment of a common annual calendar of festivities of dif-
ferent religions or communities. Thus, for example, in 
Barcelona,   our partner participates in the elaboration 
of an annual calendar gathering all the festivals of the 
different religions, with a common theme. Everyone is 
invited to participate in the festivities of each of the oth-
er communities. 
               In this same idea, our Italian partner initiated, 
in a province of Switzerland where he lived a few 
years ago, a calendar common to all the commu-
nities. The development of this calendar allowed the 
communities to meet, to talk to each other, to get to 
know each other, to establish the first links. 

ü Taking action towards an external beneficiary for 
a common purpose: Experiments carried out by the 
“Coexister” association show the importance for young 
people to carry out projects, together, with a common 
goal, towards others. The design of join t projects, joint 
actions in a dimension of awareness of the theme of 
diversity, but also of humanitarian aid, meets the need 
for youth engagement and promotes the creation of a 
common space of action that strengthen links, comple-
mentarity, solidarity. 

ü Taking joint actions to learn together: the example 
of the Strasbourg garden shows the interest of learn-
ing, together, from a common support. This experience 
arouses curiosity for other cultures and beliefs through 
the knowledge of plants, the symbols of each of them. 
Many media can be an opportunity to learn together.
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The interconvictional dialogue is also initiated by the es-
tablishment of a space for exchanges between people 
with different convictions. The major obstacle to inter-
convictional dialogue is to convince the other. The pur-
pose of the interconvictional exchange is very different! 

Interconvictional dialogue is another way of approaching 
Truth. I can talk to you about “MY truth” but not “THE 
truth”. This approach makes it possible not to judge. It 
involves welcoming, listening, without judging and with-
out trying to convince.

This is the doubt that can protect us from the trap of 
“wanting to convince”. In the interconvictional dialogue, 
one is exposed to doubt. This doubt is essential, it nour-
ishes the truth. In a “blind faith”, there is no room for 
doubt and therefore no place left for another vision of 
God or another conviction, another way.

In the interconvictional dialogue, fear is a feeling not to 
be minimized: fear of difference, fear of others, fear of 
oneself, fear of what escapes us, fear of doubt.... Fear 
can jeopardise meeting and dialogue.

The creation of spaces of exchange and mutual listening 
must favor the recognition of one’s own identity, while 
developing one’s capacity for openness to others and 
the evolution of one’s own representations. 
Amin Maalouf states in his Book, In the Name of Iden-
tity: Violence and the Need to Belong: “For it is often 
the way we look at other people that imprisons them 
within their own narrowest allegiances. And it is also 
the way we look at them that may set them free.” It is a 
kind of a double recognition process.

Different experiences of facilitating exchanges with 
young people about their convictions, show the interest 
of taking into account the following elements:

ü Define the role of the facilitator: the facilitator has a 
central role in the animation of the times of dialogue. It 
promotes the exchange between young people by creat-
ing a context in which speech can be released. The facil-
itator is neutral; he/she does not take a stand. It ensures 
the proper functioning of the work session

ü Ensuring the group’s safety: the facilitator ensures 
the group’s protection by enforcing the operating rules 
of the group based on respect, listening and non-judg-
ment. Each exchange session is started and ended with a 
positive act that marks the unity of the group (applause, 
group-specific dance, group singing ...)

ü Using various media to exchange: It can be con-
ferences, testimonies, films, plays which propose a com-
mon support allowing the expression of the sensitivity 
of everyone. Feelings in connection with one’s relation 
with the world, with life, with death, to freedom ... This 
method allows us to remember that there is no single 
way to perceive the same reality but a diversity of possi-
ble “translations” according to each of us.

üChoose themes for reflection. Use themes such as 
freedom, obedience, authority, difference, justice, pov-
erty, life ... that engage all of us as a young person, citi-
zen, believer or non-believer.

ü Promote inductive methods. The inductive meth-
ods are interesting because they allow to start from the 
experience of the youth and to promote their own ques-
tioning. It may be wise, in this case, that the adults do 
not speak to let the young people their free expression.

TALKING ABOUT 
OUR DIFFERENT CONVICTIONS
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ü Promoting the level of youth participation: The 
experiences of AUDIR and Coexister, in which young 
people themselves are mobilizing and forming an as-
sociation, show us the strength of youth engagement 
and their mobilization capacities. Optimizing the level 
of youth participation in the development and imple-
mentation of the project is a factor in the success of the 
project as this active participation is the ground of any 
learning mechanism and behavioral changes.

ü Seeking young people: different experiences con-
ducted by our partner in Barcelona,   show that when 
young people do not mobilize spontaneously, we can so-
licit one, two or three young people of each religion, but 
also young atheists or agnostics to offer to build togeth-
er a project. From this small group is formed a dynamic 
to which then join their own friends, which expands the 
group and impacts more and more young people.

ü Gathering the good conditions for the meeting. The 
experience in accommodation with young migrants and 
young people with social and family difficulties in Don 
Lorenzo Milani shows the importance of: 
· Taking into account the primary needs of people 
· Guaranteeing a home where people feel safe
· Take into account their need to “do”, to work, to have 
a perspective ...
· Respect people in their individuality, also respecting, 
for example their dietary practices. 
· Respect worship practices

ü Mobilizing youth resources. Experiences show that 
relying on the resources of young people is a necessary 
and effective leverage. The project would contribute to 
the recognition of Youth own resources and foster the 
conditions for the youth to continue to develop them 
and to become aware of them.

ü Relying on the experience of youth.The experiences 
show the richness of the approaches that are based on 
the young person’s experience, his/her history, career, 
customs, convictions.

ü Daring, welcoming and accompanying emotions 
such as fear, suffering, joy, loss, mourning and promote 
empathic encounter. The empathic encounter promotes 
the interpersonal encounter and the process of recogni-
tion that each individual needs to feel safe psychically. 

 

SOME
TIPS?
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All of these good practices and experiences of intercon-
victional dialogue, show the interest of such approaches 
for engaged young individuals. These experiences take 
into account different needs:

ü Need for self-assertion: the need for self-assertion 
responds to the need for the young person to affirm 
their new emerging identity. Identity is not given once 
and for all, it is built and transformed throughout life. 
The interconvictional dialogue allows the young person 
to apprehend the multiple affiliations that participate in 
the construction of his/her identity through a mecha-
nism of positive recognition.

ü Need for recognition: Interconvictional dialogue, 
as we have identified and described, contributes to 
self-recognition through the dual process of developing 
the young person’s self-esteem and empathic abilities 
towards others.

ü Need for belonging: the interconvictional dialogue 
strengthens the young person’s sense of belonging to 
his/her culture and beliefs, while generating new be-
longing from shared experiences.

ü Need for spirituality: the interconvictional dialogue 
leads the young person to talk about his/her beliefs, 
questions, doubts. It responds to the need of the young 
person to exchange on his/her representation of life and 
the world, on what makes sense for him/her.

ü Need for ideal: the experiences of interconvictional 
dialogue as led by the Coexister association respond to 
this need for ideal by the search for a model of society 
based on the principle of “active coexistence”. 

ü Need for expression: interconvictional dialogue pro-
motes the development of expressive capacities, expres-

sions that take various forms and the development of 
listening skills.

ü Need for commitment: the experiences of inercon-
victional dialogue that we have selected mobilize the 
capacities of engagement. The experiences of coexister 
and AUDIR bear witness to this.

WHAT DO WE OFFER
TO YOUTH?
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CONCLUSION
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The reflective work and exchanges among YARIM part-
ners, the writing of this good practices guide in favor of 
the interconvictional dialogue, lead us to recommend 
the establishment of interconvictional meetings in so-
cio-educational associations and establishments.

The process of radicalization feeds on the fear of the 
unknown, the lack of knowledge of others’ culture and 
religion, the «ghost» of the other perceived as differ-
ent from oneself and, in return a personal feeling of 
non-recognition, stigmatization, discrimination, some-
times even humiliation. The insecurity generated by 
these mechanisms can lead Youth to look for certainty 
through extreme radicalization. The key to deconstructe 
this process lies in the encounter that fosters mutual 
recognition and the development of an open and critical 
thought that allows the overcoming of initial representa-
tions, and resistance to manipulative speeches.

We are convinced that interconvictional dialogue can 
support a project for inclusive society that makes diver-
sity a wealth, difference an asset, meeting a strength!

Of course, this can not be done without the strong will 
of the actors in the field, social workers and managers of 
institutions. This strong will would only be echoed if it is 
supported by a proactive political project carried out at 
different levels. 

From an early age, the school must offer children and 
youth the opportunity to live a variety of experiences 
that sensitizes them to the wealth of an inclusive society 
based on respect for one’s specificities, the pleasure of 
discovery, enrichment by difference.

Similar to the implementation of this ERASMUS+ project, 
which promotes actions that bring Youth from European 

We are convinced that 
interconvictional dialogue can 
support a project for inclusive 
society that makes diversity 
a wealth, difference an asset, 
meeting a strength!

“
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countries to meet, to discover each other, to share ex-
periences together, we do believe that the development 
of calls for projects dedicated to Youth, allowing youth 
to engage in actions that promote encounter, expression 
and dialogue would be an interesting leverage. Experi-
ences of «youth parliaments» in France, training in civic 
debate conducted by our partner IDEA are examples of 
youth mobilization that allow them to meet their en-
gagement needs, while working on the dimensions of 
otherness.

An inclusive and plural society is also the creation of 
meeting places between citizens of different origins, 
different cultures, different convictions, that, without 
these opportunities, will continue to turn away from 
their neighbors. Several experiences are taking place in 
European countries and are conducted, mostly by asso-
ciations. These initiatives need to be supported and gain 

visibility. Promoting these actions can spur a strong sig-
nal that can generate other ideas, other initiatives.

Finally, we believe that the local work carried out by as-
sociations, professionals and volunteers with youth and 
their families is essential. Only the in-depth knowledge 
of local issues, the daily immersion in the reality of the 
living neighboorhood can support such projects of inter-
convictional meetings. The municipalities can become a 
central focus of this action, just like the initiatives con-
ducted by the city of Barcelona as a means of welcoming 
diversity.

We believe that only strong political commitment can 
meet the challenge of an inclusive society!

 «We must learn to live together as brothers; otherwise 
we will die together like idiots». Martin Luther King

We believe that the local work 
carried out by associations, 
professionals and volunteers with 
youth and their families is essential.

“
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